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Chapter 6

Developmental constraints on or
developmental structure in brain
evolution?

Barbara L. Finlay, Desmond Cheung, and Richard B.

Darlington

Abstract
The more we discover about the basic structure of vertebrate and

invertebrate evolution, the more impressive the evidence of its conservative

nature becomes. Evidence for commonalities versus special adaptations in

brain evolution, with particular attention to rules for the proliferation of the

cortex will be discussed. Conserved developmental rules that produce

highly predictable brain organization seem best described as rules that

produce generic, optimal organization rather than limiting constraints.

6.1 Introduction

How do we understand the structure of organisms, from body plan to brain to

behavior? Ever since Darwin, the answer from evolutionary biology is simple: the

characteristics of organisms are adaptations that have allowed their survival and

reproductive success. We understand the nature of evolution to be competition

between organisms on the basis of inheritable variation in those adaptations that

improve their reproductive success. This view, centered on the premise that adapta-

tions are produced by accretion of small, adaptive changes, is best laid out in the

various works of Richard Dawkins (Dawkins 1976, 1986). Excluding absurd ‘just-so’

stories, this view suggests that every feature of an organism should be subject to an

adaptive account, usually in terms of the special niche of the organism. Remarkable

cases of convergent evolution tend to reinforce the view that virtually every feature of

an organism can be the target of special selection. For example the Tasmanian wolf

(Fig. 6.1A), a marsupial, occupies the same niche as the North American timber wolf

(Fig. 6.1B), and the similarity of the two, coming from such different stem species, is
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quite remarkable – the type of pelt (dark above, white below); the approximate size;

the frontally placed eyes; the sharp canines; the behavioral adaptations for hunting.

We can go further still in phylogenetic distance: consider the hawk moth, an inverte-

brate, compared to the hummingbird, both of which feed on trumpet-shaped blos-

soms, and both of which have made the elaborate adaptation of hovering flight and a

long proboscis or beak, so much that they can be confused for each other where their

habitats overlap. So, one aspect of understanding the structure of organisms is to take

each feature as an adaptation to a functional role in a specific environment, from

inference from species that have arisen from different origins but have converged on

similar forms.

Another type of structure is common to all four of the organisms, the two mam-

mals, the bird and the insect (and in fact is common to every complex invertebrate

and vertebrate on earth), however, which defies this kind of account. This is the

pattern of early regulatory gene expression, ‘Hox genes’, that controls the initial

polarization, bilateral symmetry, and segmentation of both vertebrates and inverte-

brates. The pattern is complex, a series of nested and overlapping gradients of gene

expression, and most important, very highly conserved across all of these creatures

(Duboule and Dollé 1989; Graham et al. 1989; reviewed in Wilkins 2001). Further, this

is only one of a number of highly conserved gene functions that control particular

kinds of operations, or regulate the production of certain pieces of morphology. For

example there is the Notch/Delta signaling complex, often employed as a generic

‘symmetry breaker’ which takes an initially uniform set of cells and sends them out on

two separate developmental paths (Gerhart and Kirschner 1997). Or the famous Pax6,

Fig. 6.1 (A) The thylacine (Thylacinus cynocephalus), also known as the Tasmanian wolf, was a

large marsupial carnivore that lived in Australia and New Guinea. The last known captive animal

died in 1936. (Image: http://collections.ucl.ac.uk/ zoology/highlights.asp). (B)Wolf (Canis lupus).

(Image : www.nature.ca/notebooks/ english/wolf/htm).
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which controls the positioning of the eye, and is so conserved that if this gene is taken

from the genome of the mouse and inserted into an atypical position and species, like

the leg in a developing fruit fly, it will induce a fruit fly-appropriate compound eye

in that location (Callaerts et al. 1997). Or, the Robo/Slit signaling complex, which

directs the formation of axonal pathways that approach and then cross the body

midline (Stein and Tessier-Lavigne 2001). Since it is highly unlikely that these rather

complex, yet basic, organizational features represent convergent evolution, it is

assumed they are conserved features, present in our ancestors and present in us. Are

these universal developmental features ‘developmental constraints’?

Stephen Jay Gould argued forcefully for understanding the role of history in the

constraint of present form, and his arguments centered on how evolution, as a

historical phenomenon, limits the possibilities of present form (Gould 1977, 2002).

When selecting for better adaptations to particular niches, not all logical possibilities

are presented for selection. In ‘The Panda’s Thumb’ he argued that the strongest

evidence for developmental constraint are those cases when evolution produces out

of a problematic substrate (the wrist bones of the proto-panda) an inefficient con-

trivance (the rather clumsy panda ‘thumb’), an unhandy solution quite different from

what engineers would choose to solve a problem were they given carte blanche on

materials and manufacturing techniques (Gould 1980). The thumb itself is not the

constraint, but rather the range of substrates and mechanisms evolution can use to

address an adaptive problem. In developmental and cognitive psychology, constraint

tends to be used in the same restrictive way, though prior form and history are not

necessary parts of this kind of constraint argument. Out of the universe of multiple

solutions to learning about or acting on real-world problems, the search space is

constrained to particular facets of the information available, or particular tactics or

heuristics used to take action on the information presented.

In this view, the instructions for the general invertebrate/ invertebrate body and

brain plan would appear be the most whopping ‘constraint’ possible on the paths of

evolution, unchanged for some 600 million years. While the resultant types of species

employing this plan on one hand seem almost unimaginably diverse, from lobsters to

worms to elephants, there are significant aspects of conserved structure, including

bilateral symmetry, retained topological relations of major organ systems, and most

important, segmental organization.

Are we served by calling this kind of conservation ‘constraint’? We will argue, along

with various developmental biologists from whom the fundamental structure of these

arguments are drawn (Gerhart and Kirschner 1997; Wilkins 2001; Ryan 2004), that

these conserved pathways are not the crystallizations of an idiosyncratic, one-time

choice of a single evolutionary path out of a universe of many possible paths, or even

the best heuristic of many. Rather, they show us the nature of optimal, robust, and

stable solutions to the survival problems of organisms operating in this world, as

filtered by recurring catastrophe. We will go on to look at another highly conserved
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developmental pathway in mammalian evolution, this time the order of generation of

neurons in the brain that produces the very reliable scaling of brain parts across

animals as the brain enlarges, (Finlay and Darlington 1995; Finlay et al. 2001) and,

finally, present new work on the conserved structure of the scaling of cortical areas and

connectivity with brain size. In these last cases, we will attempt to evaluate whether

robust developmental structure, developmental constraint, or specific adaptation is

the best conceptual domain to capture the empirical results.

6.2 Adaptation, catastrophe, and evolvability

The scenario for evolution with which we started this chapter, of individuals strug-

gling against members of their own species for reproductive success on the basis of

their special adaptations in a stable world of available niches, only captures one aspect

of the kind of challenges species face in evolutionary time, and only part of the nature

of genetic change. The most salient single example for contrast is the meteor that hit

the earth at the time of the Jurassic, suddenly and massively changing the environ-

ment – the light, the air quality, nutrients, every important feature of niche, costing

the world the dinosaurs (Alvarez et al. 1980; Albritton 1989). The locus of the most

massive source of variability in the Earth’s collective genome in this kind of event is at

the level of species or whole radiations of species, favoring those groups most able to

survive and reproduce in the face of wholesale change. The range from global

catastrophe, causing variation at the species level and higher, to the ‘adaptive walk’

where individuals compete and specialize in relatively stable settings, is a continuous

range, not requiring wholesale catastrophe and extinction – there can be local

catastrophes as well. The central issue is that a major source of genome variation

across times of catastrophe, local or global, will reflect strategic variations that vary at

the level of orders or classes, such as rapid development, homeothermy, circadian

rhythmicity, behavioral plasticity, and that are executed by developmental and meta-

bolic mechanisms that are stable and robust. Our genome contains the influence of

both the recurring, general filter of great stress, and ongoing competition on the basis

of subtly improved adaptations for reproductive success in stable environments.

‘Evolvability’ is a related idea that also carries import for how a genome will

respond to challenge of any kind, and which genes will persist in a population. This

idea has been used in two distinct ways in the allied fields of evolutionary biology, and

in those areas of artificial intelligence and robotics that employ genetic algorithms.

The first, and somewhat stricter, sense of this concept arose from the hypothesis and

later the demonstration (in bacteria) that in times of extreme stress and crisis,

‘deliberate’ additional variation and mutation would arise as an adaptive mechanism,

suppressed in favored environments (Radman et al. 1999). The second, more general,

sense is the observation that some types of genomic or informational structures more

readily produce usable adaptive changes and potential for evolution than others. This
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concept is now under intensive investigation in the growing field of evolutionary

robotics and computation, thus coming around to integrate evolution with cognition

from an unanticipated direction (Lipson and Pollack 2000; Nolfi and Floreano 2002;

Baum 2004). Everything else equal, the ‘evolvable’ organism is more likely to be with

us today. Central themes that have emerged, both in evolutionary biology and in

evolutionary computation, are the importance of modules as high-level building

blocks, standardized processes of linkage or integration between modules, and the

ability to recursively construct higher-order modules that can be addressed evolu-

tionarily (Baum 2004). In biological evolution, the concept of meaningful variation of

a module springs directly from the segmented embryo that enjoyed such extreme

evolutionary success. Even the derivation of the name ‘Hox genes’ comes from the

observation of ‘homeotic mutants’, mutants which erroneously repeat a higher-order

piece of structure in their body plans, like two adjacent regions both giving rise to

wings, or to mouth parts (Gerhart and Kirschner 1997). Regulatory mutations are not

the only mutations, of course – single amino acid to single protein mutations (such as

might appear in species differences in photoreceptor or hemoglobin molecules) exist

as well as this modular, Hox-level of alteration. We will give an example of the

interaction of these two kinds of genetic change in the evolution of primate vision

at the very end of this chapter.

In the next section, we will describe an initially surprising, conserved structure in

the pattern of generation of the brain in mammals (and to a lesser degree, in

vertebrates generally) that has direct consequences for the allometry of brain change

in all mammalian radiations, and our own primate radiation. How can we discrim-

inate whether we are looking at developmental constraint, a crystallized feature that

limits the paths of brain change, or a developmental structure that gives some insight

into the general nature of robust and adaptive solutions for making brains? Last we

will turn this same approach to the particular case of the evolution of the cortex, and

how the properties of the cortex reveal themselves in the various cases of imposed

environmental, developmental, or genetic variability.

6.3 Scaling the whole brain

The Finlay laboratory has investigated, for some time, how spatially distributed

systems in the brain and body evolve (Finlay et al. 1987, 1991, 1998, 2001; Finlay

and Darlington 1995). The distributed systems we refer to are those with morpho-

logical specializations of the body and a number of associated brain parts coming

from embryologically separate regions, such as the visual system which includes eyes,

eye muscles, visual midbrain, visual cortex, and so forth, or sexual differentiation,

which includes genitals, stereotypic motor pathways in the spinal cord, the cortical

representation of social customs, and so on. We have approached this question in two

complementary ways, introducing deviations into early development to look for
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system-wide reconfigurations, which is an aspect of ‘evolvability’, and also examining

the patterns of observed evolutionary changes across species for the structure of the

developmental mechanisms that underlie them. In the search for levels of ‘grammar’

in the variation in neuron number in the brains of different species, empirical work

using the first strategy showed potential co-ordinating regressive processes, such as

developmental neuron death and axon retraction, did not appear to have enough

power to propagate changes in number and connectivity much past a connection or

two in the brain (Finlay et al. 1987; Finlay and Pallas 1989). Therefore, wholesale

changes in the size of a spatially distributed system could not be accounted for by

developmental events occurring after cells were generated and differentiated.

The remaining logical possibility was neurogenesis, which we examined using the

second strategy of looking for changes across species in development that could be

plausibly related to adult differences. The structure of variation, both in the order and

duration of neurogenesis and the structure of variation in the size of brain parts across

species, could be directly compared. The intent was to quantify and understand the

structure of variability in these directly related features (neurogenesis and the number

of neurons in brain parts) at the level of individual structures; functional systems (like

‘visual system’, ‘motor system’); brain geography (‘midbrain’, ‘hindbrain’); and the

whole brain. To our great surprise, both analyses of adult differences in brain volumes

and neuron numbers, and early schedules of neurogenesis, returned an answer that

the level of the variation of the whole brain, or the whole developmental schedule,

grossly dominated the variation, the two sources of data congruent in detail. Not only

that, brain parts varied both predictably and disproportionately as brains enlarged,

and the disproportion was predicted by the conserved order in which structures were

generated across species (Finlay and Darlington 1995).

6.4 The basic finding of conservation of the developmental
timetable

Since the initial publication of our investigation into the linkage of neurogenesis and

brain allometry linkage (Finlay and Darlington 1995), we have published a number of

further analyses and reviews to which we refer the reader for detail (Finlay et al.1998,

2001; Clancy et al. 1999, 2001; Kaskan and Finlay 2001; Kaskan et al. 2004). Here we

will explore the specific issue of conservation of general brain scaling as a constraint.

Briefly, using the data collected for primates, insectivores, and bats by Stephan and

collaborators (Stephan et al. 1981, 1988), a dataset that has been the subject of

numerous analyses, we emphasized a finding that had been known before: that

about 97 per cent of the variance in the sizes of brain parts was predicted by the

size of the whole brain, and 99 per cent if a second ‘limbic’ or ‘olfactory’ factor was

added. The human cortex (and all the large divisions as well) is just the size it should

be for a primate brain our size (Hofman 1989) (Fig. 6.2). This was an unusual
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emphasis, because most investigators interested in mapping the differences in size of

brain parts to differences in animal’s behavior and niche disposed of the 99 per cent of

shared variance, and examined the residual variance, using various statistical ap-

proaches, even though the residual variance was so small. It is important to under-

stand the actual physical characteristics of brain evolution to understand the nature of

the shared and residual variance. In this dataset, brain weights vary from a fraction of

a gram to over a kilogram, a factor of about 20 000. At any particular brain weight, the

residual variance of individual structures is about 2.5 – that is, two species similar on

the two factors (whole brain and limbic) might commonly have individual structures

varying by over a factor of two, occasional pairs considerably larger, which would be

Fig. 6.2 (A) A combined log (y axis) and non-log (z axis) plot of brain structure volumes versus

log brain volume (x azis) for the 131 primates, bats, and insectivores of the Stephan data set,

redrawn from Finlay and Darlington (1995). This style of graphing is chosen to highlight both

the predictable but disproportionate of those structures scaling at the steepest slopes with

respect to brain size, particularly the neocortex. (B) Model of the predictability of the birth date

of a structure in a species given the ordinal position of each structure’s birth date across animals

(Structure Scale, ST) and the relative duration of neurogenesis in a species compared to others

(Species Scale, SP). The seven species modeled in this analysis are hamsters, mouse, rat, spiny

mouse, possum, cat, and monkey; 51 neural structures are modeled, from motor nuclei of the

medulla to cortical layers. Those structures with high ST values are the latest generated ones, and

are the same that become disproportionately large as brain volume enlarges.
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very conspicuous to an investigator looking for individual or species differences in the

sizes of brain components. It proves that the distribution of variance in volume across

structures is quite uneven (Glendenning and Masterton 1998). This is an interesting

aspect of species variation, and we do not discount it, but we have set our job to

understand the significance of the factor of two in the context of the factor of 20 000,

not the factor of two alone.

One potential answer to the question of the significance of brain size is that perhaps

only ratios are important, and Harry Jerison, founder of much of the work in brain

evolution and allometry, has shown that ‘encephalization’, essentially the ratio of brain

size to body size, correlates much better with both our intuitions about and measures

of behavioral complexity than does absolute brain size (Jerison 1973). Others have

gone on to argue that there may be two different aspects of size, a scaling aspect and a

species-difference aspect (Aboitiz 1996). This second argument, however, is perplex-

ing when a second aspect of the regular structure of brain allometry is considered:

disproportionality (Fig. 6.2). While the sizes of brain parts are predictable over brain

scaling, a human brain does not look like a mouse brain enlarged a thousand times or

so – each structure enlarges with brain size at its own characteristic rate, in particular,

the cortex and cerebellum growing such as to completely dominate the volume of the

brain in large-brained animals. If brain structures do not enlarge with increasing brain

size at constant ratios, it is unclear how to understand what ‘residual mass’ is.

The proximate cause of the disproportionality in the enlargement of brain parts can

be understood by looking at neurogenesis, how neurons are generated in early

development across mammalian species (Fig. 6.2 B). The ordinal position of the

peak day that neurogenesis ceases for each cell group and structure in the brain is

very highly conserved (this end of neurogenesis is called the cell group or structure’s

‘birthday’) although the total duration of neurogenesis varies from about 10 days in

the mouse to over a hundred in monkeys. A two-factor equation can be written that

captures 99 per cent of the variance in this species/structure matrix (Clancy et al. 1999,

2001). Curves of cell production in embryogenesis do not increase linearly, but

exponentially, reflecting the doubling and redoubling nature of the ‘symmetric’

phase of cell division as the organism is first generated. The consequences of expo-

nential growth for lengthening the period of neurogenesis by about a factor of 10, the

ratio difference from mouse to monkey, are quite different for the end neuron number

in structures with early birthdates (such as the medulla), middle birthdates (such as

the midbrain), and late ones (such as the cortex). Our shorthand term for this

relationship is ‘late equals large’ (Fig. 6.3). Thus, particular parts of the brain increase

disproportionately by a developmental rule. This was quite a disturbing finding, in that

most previous accounts of relative brain enlargement were cast as special adaptations

due to the virtues of particular brain parts. Particularly, some special organization or

advantage was often ascribed to the cortex – its efficient layering, the columnar

structure. However, the developmental rule that will produce a large cortex is already
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resident in those small stem mammals with their small cortices, who presumably had

no particular plans of their own for generating a useful structure to house a ‘language

cortex’ someday. Before we go on to discuss this perplexing observation as structure,

constraint, or adaptation, we will go into a little more detail about just what the

developmental rule is.

6.5 Forebrain segmental structure

Mammals are different from most other vertebrates by confining most of their

neurogenesis to early development, rather than generating brain throughout life

(there are exceptions to this generalization, of much current interest (Scharff

2000) ). The conserved pattern of early neurogenesis we see, as well as where ongoing

neurogenesis is found, can be explained by reference to a relatively new organizational

scheme that finds a type of segmental structure in the forebrain. The patterns of

expression of regulatory genes and transcription factors in early neurogenesis were

used to establish this prosomere model (Rubenstein et al. 1994). The basic axes that

define this structure are common to the entire brain, which begins as an extended

plate, the ‘neural plate’, which subsequently rounds up and connects its lateral-most

edges to become the ‘neural tube’. The neural tube, whose original form is most

obviously retained in the spinal cord, consists of repeating segments of similar

fundamental structure with local variations. The part of the plate (and later tube)

near the midline is called ‘basal’ for its position, and in the spinal cord this part gives

Fig. 6.3 ‘Late equals large.’ A schematic of the consequences for eventual size of a structure

generated early (A), intermediate (B), or late (C) in the order of neurogenesis for a species with a

short period of neurogenesis and a small brain, like a mouse, versus one with a long period of

neurogenesis and a large brain. In the long-development species, the precursor pool for late-

generated structures has a longer time to multiply and becomes disproportionately large.
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rise to motor neurons. The lateral part is called ‘alar’, Latin for ‘wing’, and in the spinal

cord contains sensory neurons. This embryonic basal–medial, alar–lateral plate-

reconformed-into-a-tube structure can be tracked down in the adult with classical

neuroanatomical methods up to about the level of the midbrain. The extended and

eventually convoluted pattern of neurogenesis in the forebrain, however, makes it

impossible to track cell groups from their origin. Examination of gene expression

gradients was required in order to trace each cell group back to its position of origin

on the two axes of the embryonic brain, anterior–posterior and basal–alar.

An assignment of the traditionally named brain parts to this axial system is given in

Fig. 6.4 – for the most part (with some exceptions), as adult brain divisions reflect

embryonic neural tube positions, these assignments can be made unambiguously.

Hypothalamic and some basal forebrain structures are in the basal prosomeres, the

large cellular masses of the forebrain, for example, the basal ganglia, are intermediate,

and the cortical structures – olfactory bulb, hippocampus – most lateral or alar. If

embryonic axial position is correlated with birth date (Finlay et al. 1998), both axes

contribute to the solution, but the alar–basal axis predominates, with late birthdays

for cell groups associated with alar positions, early birthdates with basal. Our short-

hand for the relationship of timing of neurogenesis to brain part size ‘late equals large’

can now be extended to a spatial axis of gene expression ‘lateral equals late equals

large’. Note that for two of the most anterior structures in the most lateral-alar

position, the olfactory bulb and hippocampus, there is in fact no terminal ‘birthday’

and neurogenesis continues throughout life, even in mammals (Bayer 1980, 1983).

Fig. 6.4 Components of prosomeres, the embryonic segments of the telencephalon, described

by Rubenstein et al. (1994). The lateral-most part of the early neural plate is the part that

undergoes the most extended cell division and becomes disproportionately large in large brains.
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Therefore, the conserved pattern of neurogenesis is not the crystallization of an

arbitrary order that happened at some point in mammalian evolution, but is an

expression of an axial pattern that, at least in part, is common to all vertebrates.

6.6 The nature of constraints

When this conserved pattern of neurogenesis producing disproportionate allometry is

viewed in the language of special adaptation and constraint, the constraint is heavy. If it

might be advantageous to select on the size of a brain part outside of the allowable

factor of two, it appears that the only option to select on anything is to select on

everything. For a hypothetical example, if a mouse could gather more food by increas-

ing its auditory spatial resolution by increasing the size of the inferior colliculus more

than a factor of two, all brain parts would have to be enlarged, with exceptional leverage

on the size of the cortex and cerebellum, which would increase at a greater rate in size

that the colliculus. This cost seems quite implausible, because brain tissue is metabol-

ically expensive (with the possible exception of the largest cetaceans, where the fraction

of metabolic energy allotted to the brain with respect to the body becomes negligible).

An interesting example of the way minimal caloric requirements are defended can be

found in the precise inverse relationship of brain size and intestine length (another

expensive tissue) in primates – the more brain, the shorter the gut and the more limited

the range of edible food becomes (Aiello and Wheeler 1995). So, if selection on the

mouse increased auditory capacity happened in the way outlined, conserved neuro-

genesis would indeed be a constraint and the mouse would have to pay for its extra

auditory capacity with the metabolic load incurred for useless neural tissue elsewhere.

If the premises of the hypothetical scenario for the improved mouse are taken apart,

however, it has at least three interesting components for our argument:

1. Capacities like ‘auditory acuity in foraging’ can be appropriately localized to a

brain part.

2. Increase in size of structures improves functionality.

3. Structure–function mappings in the brain are fixed.

We will discuss the first two concepts only briefly. For the first, it is interesting to

note how rarely behaviors on which selection might act could be plausibly controlled

by a single brain part, with the possible exception of features of sensory acuity. The co-

ordination of increase in brain size over all brain parts should alert us to the fact that

almost all functions are necessarily distributed, over sensory and motor neurons and

almost everything in between. Recall, the problem of how to select for spatially

distributed systems was the question that began this whole enterprise, and it may be

that selecting on the whole brain is in fact the most economical way, the only way of

increasing a distributed system. Interestingly, with the exception of the olfactory/

limbic system, no other distributed functional system in the brain appears to show
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detectable covariation past directly connected structures (Barton and Harvey 2000;

Finlay et al. 2001) or exhibits a genetic marker that identifies it in early development.

The second concept of the relationship of brain size to improved function is a major

conundrum in brain evolution, and we cannot answer it here. Relative brain size is

certainly linked to behavioral complexity, and has been directly linked to memory

capacity in some cases (Nottebohm and Pandazis 1981; DeVoogd et al. 1993; Jacobs

and Spencer 1994). Why absolute brain size does not necessarily have the same result

is unclear.

The final statement ‘structure–function mappings in the brain are fixed’ deserves

the closest attention, and we need to consider both the phylogenetic and epigenetic

aspects of the question. There is no doubt that some functions are really fixed – the

eyes just don’t do well in somesthesis, and probably never will. The immediate

connections of primary sensory and motor neurons are probably also somewhat

limited in their potential functions. The multimodal, converging nature of the rest

of the brain makes reassignment of functions to new structures, however, both

plausible and likely, and can deliver us from the grip of a constraint that might appear

crippling. Phylogenetically, it seems quite likely that new or modified functions might

find their place in structures that become large easily by virtue of their embryonic

position, rather than by modifying embryologically-disadvantaged locations. So, new

functions find a place in the cortex because it becomes large, not the cortex becomes

large because there are new functions in it. Many new observations in brain plasticity

tell us that epigenetically, it is possible to map functions into structures where space is

made available (one very interesting example and several reviews: Burton et al. 2002;

Pallas 2001; Kingsbury and Finlay 2001; Finlay 2004). Especially, considering the

requirement for robust, adaptive solutions in development, a general ability to map

new functions into areas, as either new functions are required or new areas are

available, seems a capacity to which we should now pay particular attention.

We will now go on to present some new data about the proliferation of areas in the

cortex, as a particular example of the general argument we are making: does the

proliferation of cortical areas represent special adaptation, as embodied in the special

function of each cortical area, or the expression of developmental rules?

6.7 Proliferation of cortical areas

Since Brodmann (1909) first divided the isocortex into discrete areas on the basis of

their cellular architecture, tremendous interest has been generated in mapping

sensory, cognitive, and motor processes onto localized regions of cortex. A common

core of areas responsible for the processing of visual, somatomotor, and auditory

information have since been identified in the cortices of a variety of mammalian

species (Krubitzer 1995). Claims for more specialized areas, from echolocation in bats

(Schuller et al. 1991) to moral judgment in humans (Moll et al. 2002), have been made

with increasingly refined electrophysiological and imaging techniques. The apparent
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modular organization of the cortex, that is the physical separation of modalities

and modes of computation from initial analysis to upper-level functions, has

been important in accounts of cortical evolution. For example the cortical area,

as an anatomical and functional module, has been hypothesized to be a unit

of selection in cortical evolution, with specialized cortical areas duplicating in

response to selection pressure for particular sensory and cognitive abilities (Kaas

2000a).

Other functional and mechanistic accounts of cortical area proliferation exist,

however, and many of these need not be mutually exclusive. At the functional level,

the parcellation of cortex into areas might emerge from the computational require-

ment to keep interactions local to maintain processing speed, or to ‘save wire’ in

expanding, richly interconnected cortices (Ringo 1991; Cherniak 1992; Murre and

Sturdy 1995). An experimentally produced alteration of early patterning molecules

produces a kind of cortical proliferation: for example adding additional polarizing

zones that control transcription factors that determine cortex polarity in an embryo

can result in the duplication of cortical areas (Grove and Fukuchi-Shimogori 2003).

The parcellation of the cortex into areas might emerge as an epiphenomenon of local

organizational processes, such as activity-dependent stabilization of synapses, as

the hexagonal structure of the honeybee comb arises from the construction of

individual cells (Elman et al. 1996). A number of developmental models for the

specification of cortical areas have been proposed (Rakic 1988, 1991, 1995; Kingsbury

and Finlay 2001), but none have been linked explicitly with the pattern of areal

proliferation in cortical evolution. In general, the number of cortical areas increases

as overall brain size increases, but we do not know how predictable this increase is, nor

what aspect of brain size best predicts it. Understanding scaling of cortical area

proliferation is critical to understanding the developmental mechanisms that might

produce an area.

We therefore examined the proliferation of the number of cortical areas with respect

to brain size, in 24 mammals representing six orders, comparing visual, somatosen-

sory, and total areal proliferation. Included in the dataset were eight insectivores, six

marsupials, five primates, three rodents, one bat, and one carnivore (Table 6.1). For

each species, we ascertained or measured overall brain weight and overall cortical

surface area. These measurements were drawn primarily, but not exclusively, from the

published mapping studies of Kaas, Krubitzer, and their colleagues (Kaas 1982, 1987,

2000a, b; Krubitzer 1995; Krubitzer et al. 1986, 1993, 1995, 1997; Kaas et al. 1989;

Krubitzer and Kaas 1990a, b, 1993; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Northcutt and

Kaas 1995; Beck et al. 1996; Gosh 1997; Beck and Kaas 1998, 1999; Lyon et al. 1998;

Catania et al. 1999; Huffman et al. 1999; Rosa 1999; Kahn et al. 2000; Krubitzer and

Huffman 2000; Lewis and Van Essen 2000a, b; Slutsky et al. 2000; Weller et al. 2000;

Wu et al. 2000; Collins et al. 2001; Hui-Xin et al. 2002).
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6.7.1 Cortical area enumeration and measurement

Topographic maps of cortical areas were gathered from the above-cited literature,

choosing only those where an exhaustive map of the cortical representation of a

designated modality had been attempted. Each unimodal area was counted as one

area, and bimodal areas, such as the audiovisual area in Monodelphis domestica, were

allotted half to each sensory division. The identified subdivisions of major areas, such

as the division of M1 into rostral and caudal subdivisions, were each counted as a

single area. In cases where the cortex of a single animal has been extensively mapped

by a single laboratory, we deferred to their counting scheme. For instance, the

macaque visual cortex has been most extensively mapped in Van Essen’s laboratory,

which counted 32 visual areas, a figure that is generally accepted by most researchers

(Kaas 2000a). Finally, for the mouse and rat, we included in our count areas that have

been mapped but not yet published (or named) in the literature (J. Kaas, personal

communication). Most of the measurements of the area of the cortical surface,

particularly for brains without extensive gyrification, come from flat-mounts of

cortex (see Kaas (2001) for details). For published maps of this type, we traced the

perimeters of flattened cortices into NIMH Image v.4 using a WACOM data tablet and

used their accompanying scale bars to obtain surface area estimates for each animal

(Table 6.1).

Not all researchers agree on the definition or the number of cortical areas. Some

make significantly fewer subdivisions (for example Zilles 1985) while others argue for

the existence of a larger number of smaller areas even in small brains (for example

Olavarria and Montero 1990). We chose to remain agnostic on the ‘true’ definition of

a cortical area, and to rely instead on the pragmatic consideration of which explicit

criteria allow us to examine the most species. The arguments of Kaas and Krubitzer on

what constitutes an area are, however, compelling. Their criteria for identification of

an area are multidimensional, and include the presence of a fully mapped visuotopic,

somatotopic, or other computed dimension, internally consistent patterns of thal-

amic, intracortical, and callosal input and output, and in some cases identification of

the features of cortical cytoarchitecture or neurotransmitter or modulator expression.

The pragmatic concern that their work so dominates this data led us to preferentially

employ their work and those who used similar criteria, in the interest of consistency

and comparability. In cases of disagreement between investigators, such as the num-

ber of visual areas of the mouse and the rat, we deferred to the counting scheme of

Kaas and Krubitzer.

6.7.2 Issues in analysis of phylogenetic data

Because species may share traits through common descent rather than through

independent adaptation, we employed the method of the Comparison of Independent

Contrasts (CAIC, Purvis and Rambaut, (1995)), in order to correct for the effects of
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phylogenetic relatedness. The resolved phylogenetic tree required for CAIC analysis

was compiled from recent work by Murphy et al. (2001) and Kaskan (2000). Branch

lengths used for the computation of contrasts were set equivalent, assuming a

punctuational model of change. This procedure yields contrasts upon which standard

regression analyses can then be applied.

The number of cortical areas might be best predicted by one of several independent

variables, including cortical surface area, or the weight of the whole brain, or ‘ence-

phalization’, the ratio of brain to body weight. There was reason to suspect that in the

case of two animals with equal brain sizes, the more encephalized one might have a

greater number of cortical areas. Looking at the sole example in this dataset of three

approximately similar brain weights where body weight varies substantially, between

the Northern American opossum (brain weight 6.3 g, body weight 1700 g); the

squirrel (brain weight 6 g, body weight 650 g); and the marmoset, (brain weight

7.3 g, body weight 248 g), the number of cortical areas was 9, 14, and 30, respectively.

Unfortunately in this dataset overall, the biggest-bodied animals and most encepha-

lized are all primates, and the smallest, and least encephalized are all insectivores. The

two measures of cortical area and encephalization are highly correlated (r ¼ 0.98.

R2 ¼ 0:96, n ¼ 19). In addition, brain weight also correlates highly with cortical

surface area (r ¼ 0.95, R2 ¼ 0:91, n ¼ 19), rendering all three measures of brain

size statistically indistinguishable for the set of animals we were able to examine. Since

cortical area is the most proximate variable to the dependent variables we measured

(number of cortical areas, ocular dominance column width, and axonal spread in the

cortex) we have done our statistical analyses with respect to cortical area, but, in

explanation of these data, the covariation of cortical area with other brain measures

should not be forgotten.

6.7.3 Scaling of cortical area number

The number of cortical areas overall was well predicted by cortex surface area (log cortical

areas ¼ 0:000þ 0:250 log area, R2 ¼ 0:78 or 78 per cent of the variance captured,

n ¼ 22, p < 0:001) as were the number of somatomotor areas (log somatomotor

areas ¼ 0:000þ 0:240 log area, R2 ¼ 0:79, n ¼ 22, p < 0:001). Though highly statistic-

ally significant, surface area captured less of the variance when predicting the number of

visual areas (log visual areas = 0.000 + 0.250 log area, R2 ¼ 0:48, n ¼ 23, p < 0:001).

Figure 6.5A–C shows the simple regression of cortical area proliferation as predicted by

cortical surface area for visual, somatomotor, and the total number of cortical areas.

The observation that the log of cortical area strongly predicts the log of the number

of cortical areas suggests that the relationship is predictable, but this function is not

directly instructive about the kind or number of developmental mechanisms under-

lying this pattern of proliferation. As most biological developmental mechanisms bear

some relationship to cell size, they operate over finite physical distances and not their

ratios. To better visualize the change in cortex size for comparison to developmental
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Fig. 6.5 Simple regression of (A) log total cortical area proliferation on log cortex surface area

(log total areas ¼ 0:172þ 0:379 log area, R2 ¼ 0:89, n ¼ 23); (B) visual area proliferation

(log visual areas ¼ �0:529þ 0:509 log area, R2 ¼ 0:82, n ¼ 24); and (C) somatomotor area

proliferation (log somatomotor areas ¼ 0:154þ 0:287 log area, R2 ¼ 0:87, n ¼ 23).
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mechanisms, the number of cortical areas was plotted against cortical surface area

without logarithmic transformation in Fig. 6.6. The brains and grids adjoining the

graph show the approximate number and surface area of visual and somatomotor

areas for the smallest, medium-sized, and largest brains in comparable scales. For

increases from the smallest cortices (from 10 to 400 mm2), cortical area proliferation

is rapid. Thereafter, however, only massive increases in cortical area produce new

cortical areas.

6.8 Known developmental mechanisms which produce
primary sensory areas

6.8.1 Setting initial positional information

Following Gould, the way cortical areas proliferate will depend not only on adaptation

– selection on the basis of function – but also on what developmental mechanisms are

available to modify cortical layout. At least two general classes of mechanism work in

parallel to pattern the developing cortex, one through direct genetic specification of

Fig. 6.6 The number of cortical areas plotted as a function of cortex surface area, without

logarithmic transformation. To permit direct visual comparison, the approximate total cortical

surface area of mapped visual and somatomotor areas (CSA) and number of cortical areas (CA)

for the shrew, galago, and macaque are inset, as an example of small, medium, and large cortex

area. Note that the entire cortex of the smaller brains would fit conveniently within any single

cortical area of the rhesus monkey.
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the cells of the cortex, and the second through instruction of the cortex by its major

input, the thalamus. For the first class of mechanism, regions of the cortex are made

distinct by the graded and overlapping expression of molecular markers, ranging from

transcription factors such as Emx-2 and Pax 6 (Bishop et al. 2000; Grove and Fukuchi-

Shimogori 2003) to the ephrin family of receptors and their ligands (Gao et al. 1996;

Donoghue and Rakic 1999), to cell-adhesive molecules such as the cadherins (Redies

and Takeichi 1996). While no single molecular gradient serves to define a particular

cortical area per se, some cortical areas may be delineated by the combined or nested

expression of multiple transcription factors. For instance, in the rat, the combined

gradients of transcription factors Lhx-2, Emx-1, and SCIP appear to distinguish early

auditory cortex from early visual cortex (Nakagawa et al. 1999). Experimental

manipulation of the relative concentration of other molecules can shift cortical area

boundaries rostrally or caudally, such as the transcription factors Pax6 and Emx2

appear to do (Bishop et al. 2000). Molecular gradients thus serve to set the basic

polarity, position, and size of the primary areas (Grove and Fukuchi-Shimogori 2003).

Some of the first-expressed molecules in these cortical areas designated by the

transcription factors described above are axon-guidance molecules, such as the

ephrins and their receptors, and contribute to the establishment of specific projections

from the thalamus to the cortex, the next major developmental event.

6.8.2 Secondary thalamic instruction of the cortex

Once in place, thalamic projections represent the second major source of cortical

patterning, driving multiple features of cortical organization. Thalamic projections

can induce the expression of particular neurotransmitters, control cell number, and,

in concert with molecular mechanisms, can induce topographic and organizational

features such as barrel fields for whiskers or ocular dominance columns (Crowley and

Katz 2002; review in Kingsbury and Finlay 2001).

6.8.3 Different control of primary and secondary regions?

However, as we now understand them, initial transcriptional control of cortical

polarity and number account for the production of primary sensory and motor

areas only. On the basis of similarities in cytoarchitecture, connectivity and response

properties, Kaas, Krubitzer and their colleagues find evidence for three primary

sensory areas, A1, V1, and S1 in a characteristic topographic relationship to each

other in even the smallest brains, with secondary and tertiary representations elabor-

ated in the zones between these areas as brains enlarge (Kingsbury and Finlay 2001).

In addition, most, if not all, mammalian brains have at least one motor field, M1,

which often overlaps with areas of the primary sensory cortex, S1, producing an M1/

S1 area (Krubitzer 1998).
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Many features distinguish primary somatomotor and visual areas from secondary

and tertiary areas. The constant presence and topographic arrangement of the pri-

mary somatomotor, auditory and visual areas in all mammals but monotremes, and

the conservation of their direct input from primary sensory thalamic nuclei has led to

the hypothesis that these areas are a conserved, organizing ‘core’ of the cortex, as

described above (Krubitzer 1998). Molecular gradients in early cortical development

primarily demarcate primary somatomotor and visual areas (Ragsdale and Grove

2001). Relative to primary areas, secondary and tertiary sensory/motor areas are

cytoarchitectonically indistinct with borders between areas lacking sharp transitions,

and also, relative to V1, extrastriate areas tend to have more complex visuotopic

maps with less defined visual topographies (with the notable exception of area MT

(Rosa 2002)).

6.9 Axonal sorting as a candidate for segregation of secondary
areas

The relationship of cortical surface area to cortical area number (Fig. 6.6) – rapid

increase followed by slow change – could be consistent with a two-factor model of

proliferation in which the effects of one factor become negligible at some size.

Activity-dependent axonal sorting is a potential candidate for the first factor. What

is the cortical area over which activity-dependent axonal sorting might operate? One

rough quantitative assessment of this is the size of ocular dominance columns, which

have been demonstrated by numerous manipulations in various species to depend

on local activity and competition in the axonal populations (Tigges and Tigges

1979; Florence et al. 1986; Hess and Edwards 1987; Anderson et al. 1988; Law et al.

1988; Florence and Kaas 1992; Horton and Hocking 1996; Chappert-Piquemal et al.

2001; Cheng et al. 2001), though activity-independent factors also play a role in

setting the size of these columns (Crowley and Katz 2002).

We thus obtained estimates of the spatial ranges over which various developmental

processes are known to act, particularly activity-dependent sorting, in order to

determine its plausibility as a developmental mechanism underlying areal prolifer-

ation. The absolute and relative dimensions of ocular dominance columns and axon

arbor extents with respect to brain size were used to estimate the ranges over which

axonal interactions might occur.

6.9.1 Ocular dominance columns

Ocular dominance columns have been described and their widths measured in a

variety of species including galagos, macaques (Florence and Kaas 1992), spider

monkeys (Florence et al. 1986), talapoin monkeys (Florence and Kaas 1992), capuchin

monkeys (Hess and Edwards 1987), marmoset monkeys (Chappert-Piquemal et al.

2001), squirrel monkeys (Horton and Hocking 1996), ferrets (Law et al. 1988), cats
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(Anderson et al. 1988), humans (Cheng et al. 2001; Goodyear 2001), and chimps

(Tigges and Tigges 1979). To examine to what extent ocular dominance columns scale

with brain size, we plotted the average periodicity (average width of one light and one

dark stripe) of ocular dominance columns against brain weight (Fig. 6.7A). Brain

weights were obtained from various sources (Stephan 1981; Huffman et al. 1999;

Website 2001, 2003).

In Fig. 6.7A, average ocular dominance column width (width of one contralateral

and ipsilateral stripe) was plotted against brain size in 10 mammalian species whose

brain sizes range from 7 g to 1400 g: the average width of ocular dominance columns

remains in the range of 0.45 to 2 mm, varying very little, in species whose

primary visual cortex area varies by a factor of approximately 38. Using the most

permissive statistical technique, simple regression, this regression just reaches

statistical significance, with a large component of this relationship clearly due to the

human outlier data point (log ODC width ¼ �0:3097þ 0:1260 log brain weight,

p ¼ 0:0313, n ¼ 11).

6.9.2 Axon arbor extents in S1

For another estimation of the extent to which axon arbors vary in size in a comparable

cortical context, we gathered measurements of the mediolateral extents of arbors in

the primary somatosensory (S1) cortex of rats (Jensen 1987), cats (Landry and

Deschenes 1981), and macaque monkeys (Garraghty and Sur 1990). Axons may

have multiple arbors, widely spaced, but our intent in choosing this particular data

source was to describe a single, spatially continuous arborization in a location

Fig. 6.7 (A) Mean ocular dominance column periodicity plotted against brain size, including

humans, chimpanzees, six species of monkey the prosimian galago, the ferret, and domestic cat.

Note that column periodicity varies only 4.5 times among brains that vary in size by a factor of

200. (B) Mean mediolateral extents of intracellularly-labeled thalamocortical axons terminating

in primary somatosensory cortex for the rat, cat, and macaque monkey plotted against brain

size. Note that axon extents vary only two times among brains that vary in size by a factor of 50.
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specifiable across species. As Fig. 6.7B illustrates, the average mediolateral extents of

arbors in the primary somatosensory cortices of rats, cats, and macaque monkeys vary

only slightly (384–600 mm) among species whose brains vary in size by a factor of

approximately 50.

Taking both examples together, both the widths of ocular dominance columns and

the extents of thalamocortical axons in S1 vary very little over a wide range of brain

sizes, both about two to five-fold, and both are the appropriate size to account for the

fractionation of the cortex into areas at small-to-medium brain sizes. In addition,

dendritic arbor size, which can also be affected by activity-dependent sorting mech-

anisms (Quartz and Sejnowski 1997), also does not vary appreciably with either brain

size of cortical area size (Kaas 2000b). It is thus possible that co-ordinated size

constraints apply to both localized axonal and dendritic arbors, and our explanation

should include both factors.

The Southeastern shrew (Sorex longirostris) is has the smallest cortex in this set. The

total surface area of somatomotor and visual cortex in this animal measures only

3:8 mm2, and the approximate dimensions of its average cortical area is 1.0� 1.0 mm,

a reasonable correspondence to the size range over which activity-dependent sorting

has been shown to occur in the ocular dominance columns and somatosensory axon

arbors of species with larger cortices (0.3–0.6 mm). Indeed V1 occupies only 0:5 mm2

in Sorex longirostris and typically occupies less than 1 mm2 in larger species of shrew

(Catania et al. 1999). We hypothesize, as brains get bigger, more specific aspects of

sensory stimuli may provide the correlational structure necessary to allow the segre-

gation of new, functionally specific cortical areas once a minimum volume of tissue is

made available. In fact the primary somatosensory areas, as they proliferate, segregate

submodalities of sensory processing (Kaas 1997), and could be viewed as direct

analogies to ocular dominance columns.

Axon-interaction forces may cease to be adequate to drive cortical area proliferation

after topographically-mapped dimensions exceed 2–3 mm, and instead provide only

substructure within cortical areas, the stripes, puffs, and blobs described in carnivore

and primate cortex. At large brain sizes, other factors governing proliferation, such as

molecular gradients released by patterning centers, may dominate, or the input to the

cortex might reorganize. For example the targeted redirection of cell proliferation into

the thalamus in great apes or humans may be a further evolutionary and develop-

mental mechanism of further specification of the cortex through its thalamic input

(Letinic and Rakic 2001).

6.10 A ‘developmental constraint’ account of cortical area
proliferation

The degree to which the proliferation of cortical areas past the primary sensory areas

is a straightforward function of cortex area suggests that either general functional
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constraints, or developmental mechanisms present in all brains, could account for

their regular patterns of proliferation, as opposed to special selection on cortical areas

specified for particular functions. The specializations and the relative size of the

sensory and motor periphery may be the means of the functional differentiation of

cortical areas in specialized species, transmitted to the cortex through ‘generic’

developmental mechanisms. Thus, new cortical areas may not necessarily emerge in

response to selective pressure for novel or enhanced computational abilities, but may

instead be inevitable consequences of size-constrained developmental processes scal-

ing over a wide range of brain sizes. The fact that they emerge, however, does tell us

something significant about the nature of cortical processing. Cortical areas are

primarily defined as topographic maps, either of sensory surfaces or of a wide variety

of computed dimensions, a representation that preserves local interactions in sensory

and motor sheets. The principal role we hypothesize for Hebbian mechanisms in

proliferation of new regions also emphasizes the importance of local interactions in

the cortex. When this mechanism is placed in the context of intracortical feedforward

and feedback, a potential for continual recombination and contextualization of new

maps is created. Further discussion of how intracortical and thalamic connectivity

have an interesting ‘scalability’ can be found in recent reviews by Finlay (2003) and

Merker (2004).

6.11 Is predictable brain and cortex scaling a ‘constraint’
or a demonstration of robust structure comparable to the
vertebrate body plan?

The observation that so much brain organization appeared to be the result of

developmental rules first expressed in small brains and then extended with apparent

grace into much larger ones was at first dismaying. Given that the usual account of

brain structure was in terms of direct selection on brain parts, far too much precog-

nition of future cortical needs was required of the first stem mammals for comfort.

The growing realization of the conservation of fundamental developmental programs,

and essential metabolic pathways, however, led to an analysis of their design features

that permits both stability and adaptability. The conservation of brain development

suggests we should extend the same sort of analysis to the brain.

Our claim is not that all brains are the same, possessing no particular adaptations,

but rather that our job is to understand just how the conserved structure we observe

makes the brain permissive of adaptations. A premature mapping of species-specific

adaptations onto brain parts, a sort of cross-species phrenology, is what we should

avoid. The conservation of the Hox gene-generated body plan does not conserve

antennae and exoskeletons, but rather, an ‘evolvable’ system of segmentation where

different segments can diverge from a common organizational theme. The idea of

‘computational tradeoffs’ – that ‘different brain areas are specialized to satisfy
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fundamental tradeoffs in the way that neural systems perform different kinds of

learning and memory tasks’ (O’Reilly, Chapter 16 this volume; Atallah et al. 2004)

could be the key to understanding evolvable brain organization within conserved

developmental structure. The cortex, particularly posterior cortex, appears specialized

to acquire generalized statistical information about the environment, preserved over

extended periods of time. Perhaps only those mammals which produced the necessary

structure for this kind of computation in the alar prosomeres were able to make

efficient use of the fact that neural structures generated in alar regions tended to

increase disproportionately in size when body and brain size increased. Only those

mammals were ‘evolvable’ and only those mammals are still here.

In the case of the cortex, we have an interesting window into evolution by looking at

normal variations in development, and at pathology, because we can view many kinds

of mutations or genetic change as a similar class of accidental event to which the

cortex must equilibrate. We will consider one example each of normal variability,

pathology, and genetic change to illustrate the properties of the cortex when encoun-

tering variation of different kinds.

The report of remarkable individual variability in the size of cortical areas, which

would seem to be in direct contradiction with the very regular scaling across species

described in all allometric studies and in this paper, is a perplexing observation. We

will assume that published allometric studies have managed to determine represen-

tative mean structure sizes and address the more theoretical question of how we are to

understand the importance of structure sizes if individual members may occasionally

differ very substantially from one another in the relative sizes of brain parts (Adams

et al. 2003; Purves and LaMantia 1993; Van Essen et al. 1984). What kinds of variations

are reported at the individual level, within species? The best information comes from a

number of studies of the primate visual system, particularly the rhesus macaque. Van

Essen and colleagues (1984) have found individual animals whose primary visual

cortex differed by a factor of two or more. Similarly, the variability of the human

visual cortex exceeds substantially the variability of the entire cortex (Gilissen and

Zilles 1995). There are no studies, to our knowledge, of the variability at the individual

level of the number and arrangement of cortical areas. Few of these observations have

as yet been tracked onto individual variation in visual capacity, and it would be

interesting to do so, though at minimum a condition called ‘reduced visual cortex

syndrome’ has not emerged! There is empirical reason to believe, however, that the

basic processing of the visual system will be robust to wide variations in number of

neurons in interconnecting populations, due to the equalizing effect of processes such

as activity-dependent stabilization in early development (Finlay and Pallas 1989;

Pallas and Finlay 1991; Rezak et al. 2003) or compensatory perceptual processes in

adulthood (for example Neitz et al. 2002).

Considering pathology, a variety of fascinating studies have now demonstrated that

in both the early and late blind, the primary visual cortex may be redirected to
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participate in the process of Braille reading (Burton et al. 2002; Merabet et al. 2003).

Thus, in both early development and adulthood, the occasion of underutilization of

a cortical area for its typical function, even a primary sensory cortex, is either

announced or can be detected, and it can subserve new functions.

Finally, an example in primate evolution illustrates a dramatic, species-specific

niche adaptation arising apparently without genetic change in the cortex, though

employing the new capacity requires the cortex. Several different radiations of pri-

mates have a mutation in one of their genes (just the difference of a DNA base pair or

two) that make a photoreceptor protein (an opsin) change the frequency of light that

best excites it, by substituting one or two amino acids that make up the opsin protein.

Some of those primates couple the amino acid change with gene duplication, also a

very common event in evolution (Jacobs 1998). Either of those changes is all that is

required to produce primate trichromacy, three-receptor color vision, from the

mammalian baseline dichromatic state. No other organizational changes of a genetic

nature have been described in our visual systems – from the remaining retina to

cortex, existing mechanisms for information extraction can take this small difference

signal and produce a new perceptual world. The cortex is not disabled by the

structural change in the photoreceptors that inform it but rather exploits the subtle

new information offered.

We take these three examples as evidence that variability in cortical size can be

assimilated gracefully into normal function both at the individual and the phylogen-

etic level; that the same piece of cortical tissue, in this case primary visual cortex, can

subserve widely different functions; and that new, species-specific perceptual capaci-

ties need not require new cortical ‘hardware’ for their efficient use. In this functional

context, it now seems likely that the predictability of disproportionate proliferation of

the cortex with increasing brain size is not an unfortunate developmental constraint

resulting in metabolic overload, but the precise placement of a tissue best serving

adaptability across species.
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